CHAPTER 60. OF THE SUPERINTENDENCE AND DISPOSITION OF THE PUBLIC LANDS.

322.323 Improved lands; computation of specific minimum price.

Sec. 23. On the return of such appraisement, the amount of the appraised value of improvements on each tract or parcel shall be divided by the number of acres contained therein, and the result, together with the minimum price per acre of unimproved lands of the same description as established in this chapter, shall be the specific minimum price per acre of such tract or parcel, the improvements upon which shall have been so appraised, until the same shall be changed by a subsequent appraisal.

History: R.S. 1846, Ch. 60;—CL 1857, 2466;—CL 1871, 3839;—How. 5284;—CL 1897, 1347;—CL 1915, 522;—CL 1929, 5922;—CL 1948, 322.323.